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High School in Algeria 

 

 

Algerian Arabic Translation: 

 

آ%"7 ا'CDE، آ%"7 أ'A . %ت=@ت <0>7 =%$>; :+9 آ%"7 و6/ 345 01/ك، 01/ك ا'-,+#* "(وح '&%$#"! ذروك :ع
 FG1 ،!"#$%&' ش وا6/ "/خ3 "(وح%: !J>#-K'ر<! ا/K'ن ا%M-Nا، اOن $-%ع ه%M-NRع ا%-$ ST%-0'ب ا%V6 FG1 وح)"

ا`داب و آ%"7 . آ%"7 أ'A "(وح D5^! \داب و أ$% آ0_، آD^= A0D" _0_ :%'; ا'^[%'#ر"% \داب و V6 .!YVGZ%ب ا'X0%ط
و "/خG#$% ا'dY"%ء و ا'[K>%ء و . اG= R%N_ <0>7 و آ%3N آAEG آ%ن :%'D5%<b#'#0] .;<$%= !<:)D^! :%ك G1#م و :%ك ا'-

AZ ا'0V! . ; و ا'F-6!YVGY ا'("%f>%ت، ا'4G! ا'D(:>!، آ%"7 اRدب ا'A:)D، ا'4G! ا'D(:>!، اd<Ge$R"! و 'Y(ا$V%و"! =%$>
G= 345 آ3 6%ل آ3 <0! 01/ك، 01/ك FG1 7"%ر ا'-%'-!، و آ%ن آ#h5 _G= ع%= A'%-'ا AZ 7"%ال، و آ AZ ر و#h5 _

Rو i<eE-'ا Rف و)E'6! ا#' ;'#JD" ;1%= ت%X0'ب ا%V6 FG1 345 01/ك ،)>%N ي)= ;"Oه...  
  }m>( وا9f {:س
  آ>Y%ش؟...  ا"o:ع
   =s0h! و إN->%ز:س
  . "%AZ ا'0V! ا'-%'-! $Y#=# اM-NR%ن =%ع ا'^[%'#ر. و هAZ tO آ3 1%م ه[Oا.  اt، ا"#ا:ع

 

 

English translation: 

 

A: High school now is three years as well. But we have some types of specializations [in 
high school]; there are specializations and there are academic divisions. Depending on 
the results from the exam taken after secondary school (and this exam enables the student 
to go to high school), so, depending on the grades, some people go into the humanities 
division. I personally did my Bac1 in humanities and philosophy. For the Bac, there are 
also the sciences and technology divisions. Also, during these three years, everything has 
been taught in Arabic. We take physics, chemistry, and even mathematics. There is also 
Arabic literature and Arabic language, as well as English and French, and philosophy. 
Each year have about three months – a trimester and at the end of the three months you 
get some sort of— Well, depending on your grades, you get Lauhat-sharaf2 or Teshji’3 
or— 
S: (Inaudible) 
A: Yes— What did you say? 
S: Tahniaa4 and Emtiyaz5 
A: Yeah. This happens for each year. In the third year, we sit for the Baccalaureate exam.  

                                                 
1 “Bac” is short for Baccalauréat, which is the French word for baccalaureate. This is a standardized 
national exam that students take at the end of high school, which also qualifies them to pursue university 
studies.    
2 Lauhat-sharaf: Honors given at the end of the trimester to students with a grade point average of 12.5 – 
14.00 on the scale of 20.  
3 Teshji’: Honors given at the end of the trimester to students with a grade point average of 14.10 – 15.50 
on the scale of 20. 
4 Tahniaa: Honors given at the end of the trimester to students with a grade point average of 15.50 – 17.00 
on the scale of 20. 
5 Emtiyaz: Honors given at the end of the trimester to students with a grade point average of 17.10 – 20.00 
on the scale of 20.  
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